Introduction

Taiwan's Ministry of Health and Welfare announced plans to use artificial intelligence (AI) to assist in interpreting the results of computer tomography and magnetic resonance imaging tests for hospital outpatients from January to June 2019 (1,2). The ministry said that the time has come to develop AI as a review tool in medical diagnosis. Concurrently, the Health Insurance Department mentioned that it hopes to use AI to interpret healthcare information to reduce wasted resources, which is a widely-reported concern (3-5).

Most AI applications in medical treatments are still focused on correctly applying technology or exploring possible future uses. The recently proposed applications are, however, potentially problematic because public health insurance data is utilized to conduct research. Given the current evolution in AI usage, a large amount of personal medical data (i.e., big data) must inevitably be processed (6). In this context, those who use health data need to answer key questions. How are the data collected? Where do they come from? Do the data owners agree? These issues are
also extremely problematic for every country considering more extensive AI applications, so this topic needs to be highlighted and discussed more extensively (7,8).

Regarding AI’s application to medical data analysis, most information comes from data obtained by medical personnel during routine medical treatments, such as health insurance data, medical records, or various examinations’ (i.e., tests) images or data (9-12). The Personal Data Protection Act classifies this process as using information for a specific purpose. Medical experts are thus currently embroiled in a dispute over how to strike a balance between the reasonable use of personal data and the protection of data owners’ privacy rights and personal autonomy (13-15).

Taiwan privacy laws
Taiwan’s laws governing privacy include the maintenance of human dignity, individual expression, and the integrity of personal development. Additional basic rights involve the protection of personal living spaces from intrusion and control of personal data, which is protected by law (16-18). Individual patients can independently limit access to their private information and protect information on their decisions about whether to disclose their personal data, including to what extent, when, in which way, and to whom permission is granted. Protecting people’s use of their personal data also involves preserving their right to know about and to correct this information (19-21).

Taiwan’s Personal Data Protection Law clearly regulates the collection, processing, and use of personal data by medical institutions (22). Due to the sensitivity of personal medical data, unless an exception needs to be made, these data should not be collected, processed, or used. The relevant parties’ consent is a standard part of studies’ provisions, without which data cannot be collected or disclosed except for to serve various specific purposes and to satisfy express exceptions provided for by the law. If statistics or academic research needs protected data, the competent authorities must determine whether their use is necessary based on the public interest, and the data cannot be identified with individuals after the information is collected and processed. Thus, AI-based medical research should meet the standard criterion for whether or not the parties can be identified, applying “de-identification” as needed (23-26).

De-identification comprises making individual clients’ identity unrecognizable in order to avoid any infringement on their privacy (27,28). In human body research regulations, de-identification is achieved by blocking any links to names, which ultimately requires the target population’s personal data to be permanently impossible to connect to individuals and to screen on a personal level in any way (29,30). In other words, data and specimens will no longer be traceable to specific identities and have attributes connected to individuals (31). However, in AI medical research and development, de-identification is not enough to resolve the current dilemma. Regarding information autonomy, most patients are willing to contribute to medical research, but they still have many doubts about the use of routine medical data without further notice (32-34).

Various studies of this issue have concluded that medical information involves the human body, so the content is quite complicated and privacy issues cannot be easily or quickly addressed (35). Taking medical records as an example, the information available is necessary for compiling medical big or AI-generated data (36,37). If this information is de-identified, it can diminish the accuracy of medical analyses. In addition, how to de-identify data completely and cleanly is a common problem. Taiwan’s current laws and regulations do not contain specific instructions on how to identify individuals in data sets. European regulations on personal data processing could thus provide a reference point for Taiwan’s future identification guidelines (38-41).

From a medical perspective, requiring AI-based studies to practice de-identification may detract from the value of the data processed. However, effective ways to obtain the interested parties’ consent is an issue that still needs to be addressed. In the use of medical big data, the question remains whether patients’ consent should be obtained before use or whether researchers can adopt different methods of eliciting consent concurrently (42,43). Resolving the dilemma of personal data processing is an extremely important step in the development of AI or smart medical treatments. Each country tends to find different solutions to this problem, which is a significant topic to be discussed further in this article.

In terms of the systematic de-identification of personal data, the United Kingdom provides an interesting example. In 2017, after Google Deep Mind illegally accessed 1.6 million British patients’ medical data, officials announced in July of that year that patients would be allowed to refuse to share their medical records. British health and social care institutions regularly refer patients to the National Medical Service System (i.e., the National Health Service), but these organizations also announced that their future patients would be withdrawn from national data sharing programs.
The relevant medical institutions must now cooperate with the complete removal of personal information, and they will no longer be able to re-identify data (44-47).

**Development of medical intelligence and big data**

All countries inevitably contribute to medical intelligence and big data. In this context, protecting personal data from infringements on individuals’ privacy and using data rationally have become the most important goals. Based on a review of the relevant literature, this article examines smart medical information technology’s impact on the future with reference to various countries’ experiences. This analysis’s aims are to promote the establishment of adequate laws and regulations, address patients and the public’s doubts about data sharing, and eliminate unnecessary disputes about AI-based medical treatment (47).

The medical industry’s global security and personal information legal practices have been actively using AI to implement innovations in recent years. As this is a new trend, the process of smart technology innovation and business and product development often have no precedents to follow, so these advances will inevitably trigger many medical disputes. If those involved can understand the relevant regulations before starting any smart product planning or medical process improvement, a clear legal compliance plan can be developed that should avoid many unnecessary problems in the future (48).

The European Union began implementing the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) on May 25, 2018, which provides standards for European citizens’ rights regarding the collection and use of various types of personal data, including by the medical industry. The GDPR’s more than 200 specifications can be roughly divided into eight principles: collection limitation, data quality, purpose specification, use limitation, security safeguards, openness, individual participation, and accountability (49,50).

**Initial determination of data collection’s purpose to avoid repeated modifications**

Regarding smart medical information technology applications, some countries or regions have relatively loose laws and regulations. Collecting data and developing new products create no problems involving privacy. However, if these business activities develop further so that the products are sold to Europe or other countries with strict regulations, the companies in question will have to consider the issue of personal capital and its effect on the products’ promotion. When the AI-based applications’ distribution becomes increasingly complicated, the original legal, business, or information processes often need to be modified, which often creates daunting challenges. Therefore, these companies must, as soon as they begin operating, incorporate privacy compliance regulations into their overall design considerations (51).

To accelerate cross-border information transmission, Taiwan’s privacy laws must comply with European Union regulations so that Taiwan’s medical intelligence technology industry can be globalized more smoothly in the future. An early introduction of the GDPR is not a stumbling block for innovation but rather a more solid foundation on which to base growing internationalization. With the adequate reform of global laws and regulations, this industry can expand and stabilize more quickly over time (52,53).

**Precautions for hospital data collection**

The GDPR has become stricter in terms of the standardization of patient consent. For example, the expected results of new biomedical product applications should be clear to rationalize patient data collection, collection methods, and machine learning algorithm records. In addition, if users have doubts, they should be able to request that the entities collecting information and developing applications delete their personal data, which is enough to show the GDPR that the AI applications have a considerable degree of control over their subjects’ data (54,55).

Smart product start-up teams need to include “privacy by design” in their considerations at an early stage, and proper planning is required to save time, effort, and trouble. This process needs to follow seven basic principles: turning passive into active, presetting privacy protection, implementing privacy design, ensuring complete function, protecting security and data, maintaining visibility and transparency, respecting user privacy, and ensuring user-centricity. To ensure compliance with legal specifications, data collection must first be clear about how to use data, what data to use, and how much data is needed to avoid future information errors. Given the importance of protecting patient privacy in conformity with GDPR norms, personal privacy has to be expanded from merely regulating assets that can be disposed of by hospitals to include state of custody. Therefore, hospitals should pay attention to the need to collect only absolutely necessary information—as opposed to “the more
the better”—and, after a period of time, to destroy all data in order to avoid future problems (56,57).

**Smart law compliance to save hospitals time and money and boost achievements**

Under Taiwan’s current laws, violations of any individual medical regulations carry a maximum fine of hundreds of millions of yuan, which may even negatively affect hospital operations. As a result, many hospitals have set up mechanisms to ensure they follow the law. Because of the increasing demand for data security and privacy protection, hospitals have also begun to acknowledge the importance of data protection.

Notably, the European Union’s GDPR specifies that hospitals should carefully follow right to data portability regulations. When patients or clients ask for a referral to another medical unit, the original medical facility cannot refuse to release their medical records or hide their contents, and the information presented must also be in a format that the other party can interpret and analyze (58). This medical information transfer mechanism encourages each medical unit to focus on data integrity and security, privacy protection, quality improvement, and detailed medical records (59).

Smart medical technology regulations allow product innovations to develop rapidly while simultaneously providing more protection of personal information. If doctors do not comply with personal data maintenance guidelines and illegally collect and use patient information, such as medical conditions, the competent authorities can prohibit or order these physicians to delete the relevant information. This action can be taken in accordance with Article 25 of the Personal Information Law, and a fine of 50,000 to 500,000 yuan is stipulated in Article 47. If the intention to misuse patient information for unlawful interests is established, the maximum penalty is five years in prison in accordance with Article 41. When a personal privacy protection law is violated, the offender is punished by the central government and he or she must pay the victim, who can seek compensation in accordance with Article 29 of the Personal Protection Law and Article 184 of the Civil Law. The latter risk has had a considerable impact on doctors’ behaviors in this area (60,61).

**Steps to follow when using patient data**

Personal information laws guarantee that patients have autonomy of information. Although doctors learn about patient information during medical treatments, they cannot use it without authorization. Patient data can only be processed further by observing the following guidelines:

(I) Public officials or academic entities needing data for research can use patient information but only after de-identification.

(II) Those who do not fall into the above categories must obtain patients’ written consent in advance and only then can they use patients’ information.

(III) When data is collected, patients should be notified in advance of the research’s purpose, period, region, objective, method of collection, and use; patients have the right to query, supplement, correct, read, request to stop using, and delete personal data; and, finally, when patients refuse their consent, they need to know whether this will affect their rights as patients.

**Personal information protection laws’ impacts on the smart medical technology industry: AI and internet of things applications**

When medical professionals do not understand privacy regulations, they quickly encounter problems as soon as their AI applications’ development accelerate. In the process of improving smart medical technology, the Internet of Things and AI, among other tools, need to collect large amounts of data in order to analyze the innovative technology’s efficacy and deal with conceptual aspects of computing processes. These operations lead to the most common violations of regulations (62-65).

For the previously mentioned reasons, users must be provided with ways to delete easily any personal identifiable information (PII) so that the next users of the instrument or application cannot access the previous users’ information (66). Another approach is to provide clear information to users about how to handle these data and ensure these individuals know they have the right to stop at any time. Other methods are to confirm information flow management such as sensor capabilities and collected PII data and provide a secure information environment, including confidentiality, integrity, availability, and personal privacy. These measures can effectively reduce the data collection problems generated due to the Internet of Things or software applications (67).

Regarding AI data collection and processing—including AI-based decisions and actions—concepts such as privacy
and de-identification need to be reinforced as they have become extremely important issues. After de-identification, users must still avoid identifying personal information through iterative reasoning steps, even while searching for links. When de-identified, data are not personal information, with no obligation to involve individual patients. However, users should be especially careful that, if de-identification is only pseudonymization or abbreviation, these data are still considered personal information even after comparison and verification processes (68).

Conclusions

Privacy protection is a basic human right of patients and a core value of hospitals, so the protection of private information needs to be maintained in all future medical care. Both smart medical technology and big data- and AI-based analyses require a large volume of valuable private information. Medical units should thus follow the relevant laws and implement appropriate strategies. A judicious use of patient resources and application of smart medical technology can help maintain the perfect balance between privacy rights and medical treatments.
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